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Abstract. In this paper, we select the appropriate items from human emotions to implement real time
flocking behavior in game. We first use two popular machine learning methods, neural network (NN) and
support vector machine (SVM), to predict which emotion should be excited for a non-player character. The
experiment results show that the applications for both neural network and support vector machine in 3-fold
cross-validation achieve the prediction rate of 95.61% and 99.96%, respectively. In other words, both of them
can successful using as the on-line predictor of excited emotion in game, and can easily replace the
traditional method of finite state machine. After that, we develop a simulation system which embedded
above trained SVM module and Reynolds flocking rules to simulate the flocking behavior by human
emotions. The experiment results show that when a group of non-player characters is activated by a special
type of emotion, e.g. angry, our simulation system can successfully simulate the non-player characters all
having the human-like (or animal-like) behavior.
Keywords: flocking, human emotions, game artificial intelligence, non-player character.

1. Introduction
The next revolution in games is not technological – it is emotional [1]. Therefore, how to create or use
emotions in games is an import issue in these days. Olsen et al. [2] demonstrate that adding emotions to a
real-time system with artificial intelligence is feasible and warrants further study. Bernhaupt et al. [3]
developed a game called “Emotional Flowers”. This game enables the player to simply grow a plant based
on their emotions. Aqel et al. [4] describes a simulation model for analyzing artificial emotion injected to
design the game characters. But it is very seldom to try to simulate non-player characters flocking behavior
in game by considering emotions. In this paper, we develop a simulation system which embedded trained
SVM module as excited emotion predictor and Reynolds flocking rules to simulate the flocking behavior of
non-player characters by human emotions.
For human emotions, some contemporary emotion theorists have proposed some basic emotions. For
example, Tomkins [5] has proposed eight basic emotions, including anger, interest, contempt, disgust,
distress, fear, joy, shame and surprise. However, there is little agreement about how many emotions are basic
and which emotions are basic [6]. Ortony et al. [6] give a more complete overview about contemporary
emotion theorists. In order to have a more rational mapping from a human emotion to a non-player character
of role-playing game. The emotions of anger, distress, fear and joy are selected as basic emotions, and we
utilize them as the feature vectors in our game’s simulation.

2. Methods
2.1. Data sets and coding scheme
+
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Two machine learning methods, the neural networks and support vector machine, are used as predictor to
predict which emotion will be excited. In order to develop our prediction model, four basic motions anger,
distress, fear and joy are selected as the feature vectors. All emotions exist on a scale of 0 to 100. In this
study, the coding scheme uses the method of exhaustion (brute force method) to code. That is, the score
range of each basic emotion is set from 0 to 100 increments of 10 with 0 the lowest and 100 the highest. We
randomly selected 2/3 of the data as training data, the remaining 1/3 of the data as the test data. Based on
this coding, there will be 11*11*11*11 = 14641 possible patterns in our data set. Because of the emotion
simulation in game, only the strongest emotion will be excited at each time frame. Therefore, we take the
highest score of the four basic emotions as the excited state. For example, a non-player character datum with
emotion score of anger = 30, distress = 50, fear = 70 and joy = 40, then the basic emotion of fear will be
excited. But if the highest score of any two or more of the four basic emotions are the same, then we set its
state to "undetermined", and random choose one of the highest emotion score as the excited state. For
example, a non-player character datum with score of anger = 10, distress = 50, fear = 50 and joy = 30, then
the state will be set to undetermined and the excited state will random select from the emotion of distress or
fear. In other words, each data is set to one of four emotions state or set to the “undetermined” state.

2.2. Software and model selection for NN and SVM
In our study, a computer program was implemented using WEKA 3.6 [7] for the back-propagation neural
network model. There were four input nodes and five output node. The maximum iteration for the backpropagation neural network was set as 500. The learning rate and momentum were set to as 0.3 and 0.05,
respectively. It is worth mentioning that there is no standard method to get the number of nodes needed in
the hidden layer. In here, 20 nodes were used in the hidden layer by try and error.
We use the software LIBSVM 3.1 [8] for experiments. LIBSVM is a general library for support vector
classification and regression. There is different functions φ to map data to higher dimensional spaces;
practically we need to select the kernel function. There are several types of kernels in used with all kinds of
problems. Each kernel may be more suitable for some problems. In our experience, the RBF kernel is a
decent choice for most problems. A learner with the RBF kernel usually performs no worse than others do, in
terms of the generalization ability. In this paper, we did some simple comparisons and observed that using
the RBF kernel the performance is better than the linear and polynomial kernel for the problem we studied.
We then use the RBF kernel for all the experiments.
Another important issue is the selection of parameters. For SVM training, few parameters such as the
penalty parameter C and the kernel parameter γ of the RBF function must be determined in advance.
Choosing optimal parameters for support vector machines is an important step in SVM design. We carried
out some experiments to turn up and evaluate the prediction system by random selecting about 1/n data as
training data and testing the selected model by another 1/n, where n equal to seven for our data set. After this
we could find the optimal pairs of C and γ for the 5 binary-class SVM models. The optimal pairs of C and γ
are C = 30.5 and γ = 0.00115; Therefore, the optimal parameters are used for constructing the models for
future testing.

2.3. Prediction results
We use 3-fold cross validation to measure the performance. With 3-fold cross-validation approximately
1/3 of the data is left out while training and the remaining 2/3 part is used for testing. This is done cyclically
3-times, and the resulting prediction is thus a mean over 3 different testing sets. Based on our data set, the
prediction performance by NN and SVM achieved the accuracy of 95.61% and 99.96%, respectively. In
other words, both of them can successful using as the on-line predictor of excited emotion in game, and can
easily replace the traditional method of finite state machine.

3. Simulation of Flocking Behavior by Human Emotions
3.1. Flocking
In the field of computer animation and game, simulation of crowd motions occupies a very important
position. Reynolds [9] proposed a basic model of flocking behavior consisting of three simple rules: (1)
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separation - avoid crowding neighbors, (2) alignment - steer towards average heading of neighbors and (3)
cohesion - steer towards average position of neighbors. With these three simple rules, the flock moves in an
extremely realistic way. The goal of our study is to develop a system to simulate the flocking behavior in
game by emotions. The simulation system used the Microsoft XNA 3.1 to implement, this platform can
develop PC game and TV game for Xbox 360. The system architecture of proposed simulation system is
shown in Fig. 1.
Generating 20 units
wandering in game
screen

For each unit randomly
giving 4 basic emotion
scores

Using embedded SVM
module to predict each
unit its excited state

Simulation flocking
behavior base on
Reynolds rules

When unit pass through
the emotion active
zone, changing it
emotion score

Output the flocking
simulated results

Fig. 1: System architecture of proposed simulation system

In our demonstration, we first random generate 20 units that move around (wander) in a game screen size
of 800×600 pixels and each non-player character (unit) randomly gives 4 initial basic emotion scores. In
addition, the normal velocity of each non-player character is set to 2 (pixel/sec), meanwhile the 4 basic
emotion scores for each non-player character are updated every 2 second. Because the simulation system
uses the default frame rate setting in XNA (60 frame/sec), that is, we refresh each non-player character its 4
basic emotion scores in game after 120 timeframes. According to which basic emotion is excited in game, we
design a corresponding rational human behavior for non-player character to act, as shown in Table 1 to
simulate the flocking.
In our simulation system, the initial generating units will first randomly wander in game screen with a
normal velocity of 2 (pixel/sec). And all units their flocking behavior will obey the Reynolds rules all the
time. In simulation process, the users can open the emotion active zone anytime, and move it to anywhere in
the game screen. When any unit (non-player character) passes through the emotion active zone, it will
change its behavior and action according to Table 1.
Table. 1: The list of NPC excited emotion vs corresponding rational behavior
Excited
emotion
Nature
Joy
Distress
Anger
Fear

Design behavior in game

Design action in game

Normal (wandering in
game screen)
Happy (increase moving
velocity)
Near death (decrease
moving velocity)
Fury (accelerated moving
velocity)
Running away

Moving by normal velocity
2 (pixel/sec)
Velocity from normal
increasing to 5 (pixel/sec)
Velocity from normal
decreasing to 1 (pixel/sec)
V = Vi + 5
(pixel/sec)
Changing moving direction

Display
color
White
Blue
Brown
Red
Green

3.2. Simulation results
The results of simulation of flocking behavior in game by human emotions are shown in Fig. 2 to Fig. 5.
Fig. 2 is the simulation result for crowd (units) pass through the joy excited zone. The screenshot number 1
shown group have not yet influenced by the excited zone of joy. After that, the screenshot number 2 to 7
shown units increase their velocity and faster pass through the zone by the excited of joy, but they also keep
their rank by Reynolds rules. Fig. 3 is the simulation result for crowd (units) pass through the distress excited
zone. The screenshot number 2 to 5 shown units decrease their velocity and huddle together by the influence
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of distress. But they still keep their rank by Reynolds rules. After that, units return to the normal state of
flocking.
Fig. 4 is the simulation result for crowd (units) pass through the fear excited zone. The screenshot
number 2 to 6 shown units run away to avoid touch the fear excited zone. Though just a few units excited by
fear, crowd immediately make a sharp turn by the flocking rule of Reynolds. After that, units return to the
normal state of flocking. Fig. 5 is the simulation result for crowd (units) pass through the anger excited zone.
The screenshot number 2 to 6 shown when a unit is excited by anger, it quickly rushes to pass the excited
zone. Therefore, the rank formed by units is broken into pieces. After that, units return to the normal state of
flocking.

4. Conclusions
The simulation of flocking behavior by human emotions in game has been few studies in these days. In
this paper, we used the trained SVM module as an excited emotion predictor to embed in our simulation
system. Then we simulate the flocking behavior by human emotions in game. Simulation results show that
when the flock is activated by a special type of emotion, e.g. angry, our simulation system can successfully
simulate the non-player characters all have the human-like (or animal-like) behavior. In other words, our
emotion simulation system can embed into games to simulate non-player characters their flocking behavior.

Fig. 2: Result of excited by joy

Fig. 3: Result of excited by distress
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Fig. 4: Result of excited by fear

Fig. 5: Result of excited by anger
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